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Abstract— This paper proposes a neural network architecture designed to exhibit learning and communication capabilities via imitation. Our architecture allows a “proto imitation” behavior using the “perception ambiguity” inherent
to real environments. In the perspective of turn-taking and
gestural communication between two agents, new experiments on movement synchronization in an interaction game
are presented. Synchronization is obtained as a global attractor depending on the coupling between agents’ dynamic.
We also discuss the non-supervised context of the imitation
process and we present new experiments in which the same
architecture is able to learn perception-action associations
without any explicit reinforcement. The learning is based
on the ability to detect novelty or irregularities in the communication rhythm.
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Fig. 1. Young children interacting and turn-taking. Imitation deserves a communication purpose, where synchronization and rhythm
matter. Reproduction from [20].

I. Introduction

I

MITATION is a powerful learning paradigm for autonomous systems. As a capability of learning by observation, imitation can improve and speed up the learning
of sensory-motor associations. In order to design a neural
architecture able to learn via imitation, we are mainly interested by the first levels of imitation [30]. These levels
concern low-level imitations, i.e. reproduction of meaningless and simple movements. This “proto imitation” level
plays a key role in understanding the principles of the
perception-action mechanism necessary to perform higher
order behaviors. But imitation also has a communicative
function [1]. As observed among nonverbal children [20],
imitation is a powerful tool for gestural interactions consisting of initiations of motor sequences by one child and
synchronous re-enactments by the other child (Fig. 1). The
imitative capabilities involved in earlier stages of learning
and communication lead us to find out how our previous
proto imitation model can be used to understand interactions in a human-machine or a machine-machine loop. In
section II, we present a brief account of recent knowledge
of imitation in the field of developmental psychology. We
focuse on what is necessary for an architecture to learn
and communicate via imitation. Therefore, we review only
the early stages of imitation as observed among neonates

and infants, rather than the more sophisticated capabilities involved in planning imitation at a program level. Section III summarizes the key features of the neural network
architecture developed in previous works [12], [4], where
imitation was used as a tool to simplify the learning of
motor sequences. Based on this architecture, we present
in section IV, a new architecture allowing synchronization
capabilities in the perspective of gestural communication
and turn-taking between two agents. We show that synchronization can be obtained from a simple modulation of
the perception-action loop: perception can be seen as an
energy exchange between the interacting systems. Finally
we demonstrate in section V that the rhythm of the interaction carries out implicit information that can then be
used to build a powerful reward signal. This signal is then
used to learn an arbitrary set of sensory-motor associations
in reinforcement learning [28].
II. Developmental psychology background
A. The traditional view: deferred imitation as a building
block for representational capabilities
Up to the seventies, two claims have framed developmental studies on imitation. First, generations of developmen-

tal psychologists have followed Guillaume’s definition of
imitation [14], which implies that imitation should require
at least an elementary level of representation. As a consequence, most developmental psychologists in the fifties
have denied any ontogenetic value to immediate imitation,
and have emphasized instead the developmental role of deferred imitation. Defined as the delayed re-enactment of an
absent motor model, deferred imitation was considered by
Piaget [24] and most of contemporary child psychologists,
as a determinant building block for emerging representational capabilities, thus serving mentalization. As a second
claim, true imitation had to be novel and not already in the
repertoire. This lead to see imitation as a special case of observational learning occurring without incentives, without
trial and error, and requiring no reinforcement [3]. Within
this framework, the developmental benefits of imitation are
to provide an alternative to expensive trial-and-error learning; to facilitate the rapid acquisition of adaptive behavior
in the young; to allow a direct incorporation of the learned
repertoire of the society [9].
B. Current view: immediate imitation as serving two functions: learning and communication
Developmental studies carried out since the 1970s have
completely altered the theoretical basis for understanding
the contribution of imitation to development. The emphasis has been on the innate origin of imitation in humans [16], [17], and on the contribution of perceptual systems as channels of information, which enable the infant to
imitate through perception-action linkage [18]. Explaining
neonatal imitation requires a theory of perception-action
coupling accounting for how coordinated behaviors emerge
between individuals and how more advanced forms of imitation develop. Immediate imitation has thus been rehabilitated. It is clear now that it is not the unintelligent
process Piaget described, but rather a way to learn new
“know-how” as well as to communicate. Through perceptual information exchange, immediate imitation does not
only serve the social transmission of culturally accumulated
characteristics but also individual identification [19], communication and role-taking [15], [21]. Indeed, as shown by
Nadel and colleagues [20], preverbal children use imitation
in their social exchanges as a way to take turns, switch
roles (imitator versus imitated) and to share topics.
III. The starting point for an “imitating
behavior” implementation
Inspired by developmental data, our model of an imitative autonomous system is designed to learn perceptionaction coupling, and to take part in a communication process via imitation. In a long-term perspective, the system
should respond to the teacher’s expectancies like in the “do
as I do” test proposed by Hayes and Hayes [30], communicating according to a “start and end” signal given by the
teacher. Moreover, the system should also be capable of
spontaneous imitation generated by an internal motivation
or simply triggered by novelty detection. Spontaneous imitation may be an essential part of the social interactions

among a population of robots [7], [11].
A. Imitation triggered by a perception ambiguity
Intentions, emotions, identity, consciousness of self or
supra modal levels are often mentioned as notions involved
in imitation. But these words are not fully understood,
and very hard to consider for designing autonomous systems. So the first question that arises is: is it possible to
design a simple architecture (related to the complexity of
the notions involved), which could exhibit basic imitation
capabilities, e.g., a type of proto imitation? This architecture could be a starting point to explore more complex
behaviors. We assume that imitation can be triggered by
a perception ambiguity. “Perception ambiguity” must be
understood here as a difficulty to discriminate objects ( is
this my arm or another’s one?), or to decide between different interpretations (is this a useful object, or an obstacle?).
Perception ambiguity was first introduced by Gestaltists,
assuming that local features in a perceived scene were always ambiguous (only the global contextual information
and the dynamic of the perception-action loop allow to
suppress ambiguity). In the present issue, we consider that
the available information is egocentric (relative to the system’s position). For instance, an imitation behavior of an
artificial arm controlled by vision can be obtained when the
robot learns the visuo-motor coordination between its camera and its mechanical hand. During this learning phase,
the robot creates a correspondence between a given position of its hand in the visual field and the angular position of the different joints. Assuming that the perception
module of this system is quite simple (using for example
movement detection), let us now suppose that this robot
looks somewhere else and perceives (Fig. 2) another artificial arm, or simply a hand moving in its visual field (narrow
field of view). Because our robot will try to reduce the differences between the representations it supposes to have of
its arm, it will perform a similar movement as the hand.
Moreover, if the sequence of movements is stored and associated with the satisfaction of a particular motivation, it
can be triggered later. An external observer will consider
that the robot has learned via imitation the behavior of the
hand. To sum up, it is proposed that an imitation behavior
can be induced by:
1. the ambiguity on the identification of the perceived extremity,
2. the minimization of the error between the visual and the
motor positions (homeostasis principle [2]).
This proposed control principle is close to the “low-level
resonance” mechanism, mentioned by Rizzolatti [26]. Experiments shows that the same motor neurons (situated in
the “rostral part of the inferior parietal lobule” of monkeys [26]) are activated when a monkey observes or produces meaningless arm movements, regardless of the execution context. According to Rizzolatti, such a “low-level
resonance” account for low-level imitating faculties. This
direct link between perception and action could allow imitation capabilities without high-level notions of “self” and
“others”. Nevertheless, our approach is not aimed to per-
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Fig. 2. The proto imitation principle applied to a robotic arm. In a
learning phase, a controller robot learn the correspondence between
its arm proprioception (the joint position) and its position in its visual field. To do this, the controller detects movement. Once the
associations are learned, if the robot focuses its attention in a human
teacher’s moving hand, it will reproduce the teacher’s simple movement just because it will perceive a difference between its proprioceptive and visual information. It will try to reduce the proprioceptive
error of its arm position according to what it believes to be the visual information linked to its arm (the detection of movement in the
visual field)! An external observer will then deduce the learner robot
is imitating the teacher.

form exact physical motion reproduction between identical
arms. We assume that some important information (such
as the motion and the dynamic of the model) are sufficient
to induce the premises of imitation. The perception ambiguity simply suppresses the need of recognizing others
to initiate some simple group dynamics. It allows gestural imitation (or meaningless imitation) between systems
having very different morphologies (robots, humans, animals...). The fidelity of the reproduction is of course dependent on the experimental setup, where distances, perspectives and positions can influence the perception and
therefore the quality of the reproduction (amplitude of the
movement’s trajectories). Short distances, same body orientations of the imitator and the imitated, will favor the
quality of imitation, such as in sports and dance tutorials.
Being able to imitate a movement, whatever the posture
is, would imply for instance using a mapping mechanism
allowing to store an invariant representation of the action
to be performed (the trajectory should be stored independently of the effector and posture). The solution to a real
and more complex imitation must take into account the
“effect level” of imitation ( where actions of the imitator
achieved the same effect as the imitated [22]). These imitations require the understanding of the goal of the perceived
actions. We assume that our proto imitation mechanism
associated with an invariant representation of actions and
the capability of learning objects affordances could be a
way, in future works, to address correctly complex imitation problems (see for instance [10]). In the present works
we only investigates the basic features necessary for simple
unsupervised interactions between two autonomous agents.
B. Learning and reproducing temporal motor sequences
We summarize here previous work [12] using perception
ambiguity to teach a robot different “dances”. This work
is very important for the present paper since it is a prerequisite for the new architectures developed in sections IV
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Fig. 3. The model, allowing proto imitation. The system is designed
as a PerAc block. The “transition learning and prediction” mechanism is a perception level modulating the “sensory-motor pathway”.
The PO group of neurons learns the transitions between the past
event (activity of the TB neurons) and the present one (activity of
the TD neurons). The link between PO and the MO motor group
ensures the reproduction of a learned sequence.

and V for communication capabilities (synchronization of
agents gestures in an imitation game) and rhythm prediction. We used a mobile (six-wheeled) robot, whose control
architecture (Fig. 3) tries to reduce the difference of speed
between the information of the visual flow and the information of the wheel speed (homeostasis principle [2]). If
the robot is still, then any movement in the visual field
will make the control system consider that this still position is an error. The control system will try to cancel these
changes by modifying its wheel speed; a tracking behavior
emerges. Our mobile robot is following the detected movements in its optical field, i.e. it “imitates” the moves of
the human teacher. But, more than an simple reproduction, the system also learns the whole trajectory made by
the teacher, in order to reproduce it later. By “whole trajectory”, we refer to the entire temporal sequence of motor
actions. The robot learns to reproduce its own sequence
of actions primarily induced by the tracking behavior. To
do this, the control architecture of the robot is based on
a neural network which learns and predicts the temporal
succession of events. This is inspired by the functions of
two brain structures involved in memory and time learning: the cerebellum and the hippocampus (see [4] for more
neurobiological references). The network is made of three
groups of neurons (Fig. 4): Time Derivation (TD) group,
Time Base (TB) group and Prediction output (PO) group.
The Time Base (TB) keeps a temporal trace of a past event.
It is a set of neurons whose activity time course looks like
a wavelet basis. The TB neurons are triggered in battery,
each battery corresponding to a line of neurons. In the
experiment, fifteen cells constitute a battery. Temporal
activity of six cells of one of the batteries is presented in
Fig. 5. The activation of a TB cell is computed as follows:
ActTB
i,j (t) =

m0
((t − τi ) − mj )
· exp −
mj
2 · σj

2

(1)

cell1 cell2

To n possible events corresponds n × n neurons in PO. The
potential of a PO neuron is the sum of the information coming from TD and the delayed activity in TB. The potential
of a PO neuron is computed as:
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Fig. 4. Detailed connectivity of the event prediction network. The
circle size in TB is associated to the time constants (mj ) of the neurons.

where i, j are the position of the cell in the group (the jth
cell of the ith battery), mj and σj are the time constant
and the standard deviation associated to the jth cell. τ i
is the instant of the activation of the ith line of neurons.
The Time Derivation (TD) group performs the derivation

WPO(i,j) is the connection strength between the TB(j, l)
neuron and the PO(i, j) neuron. One neuron of PO is
linked with all of the neurons of a battery of TB. Act TD
j
is the corresponding TD neuron of a PO(i, j) neuron and
TD(i)
WPO(i,j) the strength of link between them. A PO neuron
only fires when its potential reaches its maximum value,
which corresponds to the prediction of a new pattern:

PO
ActPO
(4)
i,j = fPO P oti,j
fPO (x (t)) =



1 if dx(t)
dt < 0 and
0 otherwise

dx(t−τ )
dt

>0

(5)
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Fig. 6. Learning sequences of movements via imitation. The robot
follows its human teacher, and learns the timing of its own movements. The sequence is then associated to a given motivation. Later,
the robot will be able to reproduce the sequence according to the
satisfaction of the motivation.
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Fig. 5. Time activity of a group of cells that allows to measure time
in the Time Base TB. Here TB is stimulated at t= 0.

of the input signal. TD activates TB at the beginning of
an input event. The Prediction Output (PO) group receives information from TD (the present event) and TB (a
temporal trace of the past event). The timing between the
past and present events is learned in the TB-PO connection weights. The strength between a PO neuron and a TB
battery is modified according:

TB
 P Actj,l
if ActTD
2
TB(j,l)
j 6= 0
(ActTB
WPO(i,j) =
(2)
j,l )
j,l
 unmodified
otherwise
Because of the connectivity between TD, TB and PO, each
PO neuron can learn a given transition between two events.

Hence, after a first sequence of actions (Fig. 6), a motor neuron will be activated by the input and will also
receive information from the transition prediction group
(PO). Then a simple conditioning rule allows the activated
neuron to react the next time the action is predicted even
if the input does not provide any information. Moreover, if
the sequence of movements induces a positive reward, the
past predicted transitions and their associated movements
are reinforced. Thus, the robot learns to imitate the behavior (here, the sequence of movements) of the teacher
according to an activated motivation. More details about
the robotic issues such as the tracking system, the vision
filtering, or how the system copes with multiple trajectories can be found in [12]. Such a robotic experiment is of
course dependent of the experimental setup, the system being sensible to the perception ambiguity. Therefore a lot of
parts of the experimental setup still have to be controlled
by the human teacher: the speed of the demonstration,
the distances, etc... Practically, the teacher also controls
the succession of the perceptions of the robot. At learning
phase, step by step perceptions induce the actions to be

learned. At reproduction phase, an initial perception triggers the demonstration. The start of an experiment is also
explicitly signaled by the teacher (he touches a specific sensor of the robot), which induces the following consequences:
1. the teacher decides when the learning experiment begins
and stops.
2. he explicitly gives the robot the information (as a reward) about the end of the learning.
3. he also gives a signal to induce the reproduction of the
sequence.
These steps assume that the experimenter is a human
agent. Adding the robot the capability to perceive or predict the end of the experiment would improve its autonomy, allowing it to decide spontaneous learning via imitation of others. Such an ability could be a great improvement among a group of robots. They could learn from each
other new skills, as a kind of social transmission [30]. This
statement lead us to turn to the communicative function
of imitation in young children, who initiate actions so as
to be imitated, observe and reproduce the other’s action,
without any explicit “end of pattern” signal, and with internal capabilities to modulate self actions according to the
other participant of the interaction.
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IV. Interaction between two systems:
Synchronization effects
In this section, we investigate interactions between two
simulated robots that have prior knowledge of the same
sequence of actions. This situation is inspired by games
among young children where immediate gestural imitations
are performed quasi-simultaneously (Fig. 1). Such interactions involve the capability of motor synchronization,
where the same sequences of actions are executed at the
same time. The synchrony can be seen as an attractor of
a cyclic interaction game between two or more agents. We
study here the overall dynamic of a loop made of two identical systems, with perception and action groups interconnected (Fig. 7), in order to understand which minimal features need to be added to our architecture. Sections IV-A
and IV-B explain how minor improvements of the architecture can reach a trade-off between independent production
and adaptive production according to the other, i.e. synchronization. The problem is how to use the sensory-motor
pathway for synchronization, since it must be inhibited to
avoid cyclic perturbation due to the interconnection. The
developed solution is inspired by the “entrainment” phenomenon observed by C. Huyggens in 1665, in which two
pendulum clocks placed on the same support synchronize
themselves (“clock synchronization”). In our simulations,
perception is similar to the physical wave transmitted by
the support, it energizes the system’s actions.
A. Avoiding interferences in the reflex pathway
Let us suppose that both systems use the “transition
learning and prediction” mechanism detailed in section III.
To simplify the analysis and the simulations, perception
and action signals are supposed to have binary values. The
output of the first system is connected to the input of the
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Fig. 8. Introduction of new elements to allow synchronization between agents. “Non novelty detection” (ND) and Integration (IG)
groups are used to control the internal dynamic of the system.

In a machine-machine loop (Fig. 7), the direct pathway
connecting perception to action of both systems plays an
important role. It is critical for the learning process, but
also interferes with the simple production of a given sequence. Thus, after learning, this sensory-motor pathway
must be inhibited (Fig. 8), in order to allow an independent and complete production of the sequence without perturbations. The inhibition is realized by connecting “non
novelty detection” neurons (ND, Fig. 9) to the input group.
Once activated, these neurons remain potentialized (due to
self feedback, Eq. 6) inducing permanent inhibition of the
corresponding input neuron. PO neurons act as “decision
cells”, triggering the inhibition, when the system has completed its learning phase. The activity of the PO cells tells
if an event was learned or not. The potential of the ND
cells is computed as follows (only one PO cell fires at a
time):
X PO(i,l)
dP otND
i
WND(i) · ActPO
= −αND · P otND
i +
i,l
dt

(6)

l

αND is the value of the recurrent connection (see Ap-

The following equation is used for an incremental learning of the TB-PO connections (instead of the “one-shoot
learning” of equation 2):

PO

TB(j,l)

dWPO(i,j)

ND

dt

Sensory-motor Pathway

Outputs

Inputs

Fig. 9. Mechanism allowing to inhibit the perception-action pathway. The triggering information comes from the corresponding PO
neurons, firing if the corresponding event is implicated in the production of a sequence. Recurrent connections on ND neurons then
maintain the inhibition on the inputs.

pendix B for numerical value).

with:



ND
=
f
P
ot
ActND
ND
i
i
fND (x (t)) =



1 if x(t) > TND
0 otherwise

(7)

(8)

TND is a threshold, which sets the number of times the system can produce a sequence before the activation of ND
cells and therefore the inhibition of the perception. The
weights of the connections between ND cells and the input
neurons will affect the value of the inhibition. A complete
inhibition ensures an independent production: the “transition learning and prediction” network drives the system.
However it also cuts the system from the interaction. It
is no longer possible to modulate the production according
to the perceptions. So, the inhibition must only be partial
(the weights of the connections between ND and input neurons are less than 1): the input signal must not be strong
enough to induce motor reaction by itself, it must be nevertheless present in order to modulate the timing of the
motor production.

PO
TB
= 2µ · (ActTD
i − P oti,j ) · Actj,l

(9)

µ is the learning rate of the system. This equation (a classical conditioning rule [25]) induces a less accurate but earlier prediction of the motor event, if the learning process
is stopped after 2 or 3 presentations of the sequence. The
integration of the PO output is done by a group of neurons
called IG (Fig. 10) according the following equations:
X PO(i,l)
dP otIG
i
= αIG · P otIG
WIG(i) · ActPO
i +
i,l − reset (10)
dt
l
X MO(i,l)
reset =
WIG(i) · ActMO
(11)
i,l
l

αIG depends of the weight of the recurrent connection (see
Appendix B for numerical value). reset is a strong inhibition value allowing motor activation to reset the IG group.
P otIG
i is always positive and increases since prediction is
emitted. It is then sent to the Motor Output (MO) group
of neurons.
IG
ActIG
(12)
i (t) = fIG (P oti (t))

1 if x(t) > TIG
fIG (x (t)) =
(13)
0 otherwise
A given Motor Output (MO) neuron triggers the activation
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B. Modulation of the motor production timing
By “modulating” we mean changing the timing of the
sequence, in order to obtain synchronous production. This
capability to synchronize could be a basis for more complex
sensory-motor interactions. In order to produce simultaneous actions, each system has to modulate its production
speed in the manner of a phase locking loop mechanism
(PLL). Accelerating or slowing the production is enough
to obtain synchronization. We choose to enhance our architecture in order to provide our system the benefit of its
perception to accelerate its production (slowing would have
been much more complex to implement, because it needs to
add a negative energy to the system). If the system predicts
earlier the motor activations, it will be able to “know” in
advance the next action to perform, and an incoming perception of this precise action will allow to trigger it earlier.

Fig. 10. The Motor Output (MO) group triggers the motor output
when integrated prediction overshoots a given threshold. If an input
information (also integrated) happens during the integration of prediction, the summing potential of MO reaches the threshold early:
the system accelerates.

of a given action. The potential of MO neurons is computed
as follows:
X
IG
Per
Per
(Wi,j
· ActIG
(14)
P otMO
=
j + Wi,j · Acti,j )
i
j

It simply sums two incoming informations:
A signal from IG neurons, that can trigger activation,
whenever it reaches a fixed threshold. Alone, the system is
able to produce a learned sequence.

MO
(15)
ActMO
i,j = fMO P oti,j

•

0.9

fMO (x (t)) =



Prediction (PO activity)

1 if x(t) > TMO
0 otherwise

0.8

(16)
0.7

• The integrated (but partially inhibited) perception signal
from Input neurons (Per), whose value isn’t high enough
to overshoot the threshold.

0.6

Integration (IG)

0.5

Prediction (PO potential)

0.4

X ND(i)
P otPer
i
WPer(i) · ActNDi
= −αPer · P otPer
i +θ−
dt

(17)

αPer is the value of the recurrent connection (the potentiation is decreasing after activation), θ is the binary activity
of the other system’s MO neuron (direct connection) 1 .
+
ActPer
= [P otPer
i
i ]

0.3

0.2

l

(18)

In normal functioning, the PO prediction is integrated by
the IG neurons. Activity of IG neurons increases due to self
feedback and triggers the action when the threshold of MO
neuron is exceeded (Fig. 11). If a perception event occurs,
between the proposal of an action prediction and the triggering of the action, it will result in an acceleration of the
system. Perception thus results in an earlier triggering of
the chosen action (overshoot of the motor threshold). Finally the connections between IG and MO groups change
according a conditioning rule (a LMS equation, [25]). It
modulates the efficiency of IG activity on MO potential
according to the right timing of the sequence during the
learning phase:
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Fig. 11. Activity of PO and IG cells during the production of a
sequence: PO cell fires for a transition. The maximum of its potential
generates an activation spike.This spike will be integrated (IG), until
the MO neurons reach the threshold, triggering the motor activation.

For both experiments, synchronization is an attractor of
the interactions. The conditions and speed of convergence
toward this attractor are directly dependent of the detailed
equations. Synchronization is here an example of a stable state, which can be obtained by controlling parameters
and equations of the systems forming parts of the whole
dynamic.
1
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dWMO(i,j)
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= 2µ · (Acti − P oti,j ) · Actj,l

(19)
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where µ is the learning rate of the system. Between two systems producing the same sequence, the effect of connecting
action to perception induces a step-by-step adjustment of
the sequence production until synchronization is achieved.
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C. Results of simulated experiments

1 [x]+

= x if x > 0, 0 otherwise
Parallel Virtual Machine software creates a virtual machine
from a set of computers.
2 The

motor activity

Simulations were performed according to two experimental protocols:
1. A first series of experiments tested the synchronization
of our architecture with a simple generator of time fixed
sequences (Fig. 12, upper). Once the sequence is learned,
we tested the system’s production simultaneously with the
generator. The system was triggered at random instants,
while the generator produced its sequence recurrently.
2. In a second series of experiments, two copies of our architecture were used (Fig. 12, lower). Both had learned the
same sequence (from a fixed sequence generator). Both systems were switched at random instants. Each architecture
was a separate application, designed and simulated using
Leto and Prometheus software involving PVM2 .
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Fig. 12. Interaction between two systems: Upper panel graph shows
the synchronization phase of our system (grey) on a fixed sequence.
(black). Lower panel graph shows the very quick synchronization between two identical systems (grey and black). A small perturbation
occurred near iteration 730, due to the temporary loss of messages
between stations (via PVM). Perfect synchronization is quickly recovered.

In the following section, we will use the fundamental
properties of interactive systems such as synchronization
to build a non explicit reward signal from the rhythm of
the interaction. We will show this network can easily be derived from the “transition learning and prediction” neural

network used in the previous experiment.
V. Learning new sensory-motor associations
without explicit reinforcement
A. Description of the problem
A simplified version of our neural network can be
adapted to the prediction of the rhythm exchange in a
student-teacher interaction. The current application concerns rhythm prediction, used as an internal reinforcement
signal in order to permit autonomous learning. In a simple association problem (Fig. 13), sensory input has to be
associated with a given motor response. Here, we consider
the simplest application, where each input and output is
only coded by a single neuron. As shown in figure 13, we
have 3 input neurons and 3 output neurons. The input
neurons could represent the detection of a perceived movement, and the output neurons the execution of possible
motor responses. Via interactions, the system has to learn
to propose the correct (i.e. similar) response according to
the stimulus input. For example, if input 1 is activated,
the system has to produce the output A. If input 2 is presented, then output B should be the response, and so on.
Computers’s
numeric keyboard

Inputs

Outputs

1

A

1

Computers’
screen
A

2

2

B

B
C

3

3

C

Associations to be discovered
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Fig. 13. A simple associative network with one to all connections.
The human teacher activates the input neurons by pressing the computer’s numerical keys. The network proposes “motor” responses,
displayed on the computer’ screen. Bold links are those to be learned
during the game (the rules to be discovered by the system).

The task can be viewed as a game: on one side, the human participant (i.e. the teacher) expects the associations
to be performed. By activating one of the keys of the numerical keyboard of a computer, he directly activates the
correspondent input of the network (we call this action a
“key pression” or “key activation”). On the other side, the
system, detecting an activated input, has to choose and associate it to one of the three possible responses. During the
game, there is no way for the teacher to give the learner any
explicit reward (no kind of meaningful “explicit key”). The
system will have to discover by itself the reinforcement information in the data flow, which is only a temporal series
of inputs. In the following subsections we show that learning rules based on a simple correlation mechanism [8] is
not enough. However, the prediction mechanism described
previously can be used to build an internal reward efficient

enough to control a simple reinforcement learning mechanism.
B. Can a simple correlation rule do the task ?
A working hypothesis can be the use of a Hebbian learning rule. Associations between correlated active input and
output could be learned according to the following rule:
dW
= −λW − λ0 W I + µSI
dt

(20)

where: λ is a term of constant passive decay, λ0 is a term
of active decay (decrease of the associations between the
activated input and the non-activated outputs-forgetting),
µ is the learning rate (µ << λ0 ). I stands for the activity
of the input neuron (I ∈ [0, 1]), S the value of the output
neuron (S ∈ [0, 1]), W the value of the weight between I and
S (simulations where made with weights where initialized
at random low values).
Although this rule permits the learning of sensory-motor
correlations, it constrains the experiment on one main
point: here the teacher has to adapt his way of playing
to the system propositions to permit correct correlations
to be learned. The teacher has to wait, drive and teach the
learner (see previous similar works [6], [7]). Emphasizing
non-explicit reinforcement, we consider that this rule generates too much asymmetry between the teacher and the
learner. Indeed, with this rule, the “game” turns into a
dynamics where: the system proposes a motor output, and
then, the teacher answers with the right input, thus reinforcing the weight of the corresponding link, and weakening
the weight of the non-correlated input (active forgetting).
Instead of this explicit and immediate reinforcement (the
correlation) depending on the teacher, we think that our
system could build a non explicit reward information from
the dynamics of the interaction while testing different associations. Then, it could learn the correct associations.
We use a PCR learning rule (Probabilistic Conditioning
Rule) [13], which has been experimented on delayed conditional learning, where the system had to test and evaluate the credibility of possible rules, before learning them.
This rule computes a credibility value associated to each
connection. The credibility is used to switch the weight
according to a reward value (details of the algorithm in
Appendix). If we want the reward to be non-explicit, we
should rather see the experiment as: the teacher is producing a motor output (i.e. the system input) and expects
responses from the other part to continue the interaction
process. The system responds and then evaluates the temporal regularity in the teacher’s behavior. If the rhythm
has changed, there is a good probability that the associated input-output weights of the network have changed.
To go further, the teacher will be considered as another
player whose reactions change during the game according
to how quickly the system learns. If correct associations
are learned, the teacher tends to continue to play at nearly
the same rhythm, but if a wrong response occurs, there
is a strong probability that the teacher makes a break to
“say something” or express his disagreement. He may also

change the rhythm (as an extreme situation, the teacher
could give up the game). In such a game the rhythm of
the key activation is the only information that can be used
to adjust the learning. If the student is able to correctly
predict the rhythm, there is no need for it to understand
the meaning of the words pronounced when a disagreement
occurs. A break in the rhythm is sufficient to provide an
error signal. This model only requires a non-verbal context
and low-level cognitive capabilities.
C. Predicting the rhythm as a reward signal
If the rhythm prediction is correct, the system can maintain its learning of the current presented association. If
the prediction is wrong, it may set the association as noncredible, and decrease the corresponding weight.
time
base cells
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Learning
and prediction

One to one link
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Fig. 15. Example of a 20 second experimental scenario. Upper graph:
Each pulse indicates when the teacher presses a key (only the information of time is given). A constant rhythm is maintained for the
first five strikes (time period = A), then is broken (according to a
bad system’s response for example). Middle graph: Pulses show the
system’s binary prediction of the teacher’s play. Each pulse happened
just before the teacher’s key activations. The star means a prediction
error due to the break. Bottom graph: activity of the PO cell. Maxima of activity trigger pulses of prediction. After the rhythm break,
the new delay, B, is learned.
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Fig. 14. Presentation of the system used to learn and predict delays
between the teacher’s game. The result of the comparison between
the prediction (PO cell activity) and the effective input (derived in
TD) is directly connected to the reward evaluation modulating the
learning of associative connections between inputs and outputs.

In order to maintain the rhythm prediction, we again use
the “transition learning and prediction“ system depicted in
Fig. 4 . As shown in Fig. 14 the three components TD, TB,
PO are used to learn the time delay between two keys activations. TD “pulses” each time a key is pressed, initializing
the activity of TB. During the interval between two key activations, TB cells are firing according to Eq. 1, as shown in
Fig. 5. When the next key is pressed, PO is activated, the
connections (between PO and TB) corresponding to the
currently activated cell of TB are reinforced (Eq. 2) and
the delay is learned. The system is then able to predict
the instant of the next key pressure. We use the prediction
information of PO to do so: the analogical activity of a
single PO cell (Eq. 4), and the binary prediction information (Eq. 5). Figure. 15 shows how the system maintains
the two information during an experiment with a human
teacher.
The activity of the PO cell is then summed with the output of TD, to compare the prediction with the real event. If
we take the PO activity (Fig. 15, bottom) as an inhibitory
activity summed to the event, we directly obtain an error
message, which is proportional to the prediction mismatch:

+

Error = [ActTD − P otPO ]

(21)

By multiplying the prediction information by the TD
output, we obtain a binary success value:
Success = ActTD · ActPO

(22)

where ActTD ActPO are binary values ∈ 0, 1 (a value of 1
means the matching between the system’s prediction and
the teacher’s rhythm). Error and success information are
then compared to modulate directly the learning of the
associative network:

if Success > ε1
 r
−error × r if Error > ε2
Reward =
(23)

0
otherwise
where r is a high value, enough to induce an instantaneous
weight modification(see appendix B for numerical values).
Figure 16 shows a complete trial, with the input train of
the human key activations. For each activation, the system
gives a response (randomly at start). Then, it learns from
the other’s behavior. Interruptions in the human actions
are visible, and the middle graph shows the success/error
information extracted by the predicting system.
Experiments lasted about 4 minutes. The network always succeeds in learning the three correct associations.
Most of the time, an experiment starts with wrong associations due to the random weights initialized on the network
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Fig. 16. The learning process during a whole experiment (about
200 seconds). Upper panel graph: action frequency of the human
player. Middle panel graph: variation of the reinforcement signal
according to the rhythm prediction. Positives values are caused by
a successful prediction of the time interval between two activations,
while negative ones are due to prediction error. These reinforcement
variations act on the update of the associative weight. Lower panel
graph: Evaluation of the learning level. A well learned association
gives 1 point, an unlearned one gives 0 point while a bad learned one
loses 1 point.

links. This explains the player’s numerous breaks (Fig. 16,
top). When the first association is discovered, the learning of the others is facilitated by the decreasing number
of possible associations: in this non-verbal communication
perspective, a dynamic learning is possible. Here, the system is able to detect novelty in the teacher’s behavior, and
to use this novelty as an implicit reward signal for learning.
Novelty is defined as a non-expected break in the rhythm,
perceived at the system’s inputs. This could help to “locate” important events or, to learn properties on objects
or surrounding entities.
VI. Conclusion
The main contribution of this paper is a novel approach
for building autonomous systems able to imitate actions of
increasing complexity, and to distinguish between imitation of novel and previously learned actions. Our approach
challenges the classical view, which focuses on how a robot
can imitate and capture the meaning of a movement, and
which delineates the learning phases by specific signals. To
achieve our goals, we postulate the imitation capabilities
of our system are based on an homeostatic principle. The
variations of the perceptive flow are interpreted as a signal of error. In an effort to reduce this signal, the system
produces an imitative behavior. We believe that this simple principle can be useful to build systems that are really
able to process in an autonomous way different levels of
imitation, such as following a path, reproducing the movement of an arm, or imitating complex actions like opening
a door, cooking, or building a complex machinery. When
the system has to perform the immediate imitation of an
already learned behavior, uncoupling perception and ac-

tion appeared to be decisive in order to prevent perceptive
interferences. Although the current assumption underlying robotic works on imitation is that distinctive capabilities should characterize teacher and imitator systems, our
model shows the interest to implement systems with similar basic imitative capabilities. Indeed, if both simulated
systems come to perform a similar action, this induces a
phase lock on this action, which will facilitate further introduction of turn-taking and learning from each other.
In this work, the collaboration with a psychologist has
been crucial, since we have tried to understand some of the
fundamental properties of young infant involved in imitation games and interaction situations. We have discovered
that immediate imitation is much more complex than previously thought and that its double role in learning and
communication was of a very high importance for robot
learning. This collaborative work inspired us the idea that
an autonomous system could generate by itself its own reward signal for learning. It also inspired us the exploitation
of the temporal properties (prediction, synchronization) of
our model for interaction purposes. Of course, the simulations presented in this paper are quite simple, in comparison with the complex cognitives faculties of the young
infants. But we think that basic skills such as synchronization, rhythm detection are a possible step toward the
understanding of social capabilities (it could be the kind
of information babies use to detect the correspondence of
their behavior with their care-givers).
Moreover we can notice our Neural Network architecture is based on previous works on hippocampus modeling
[5]. In these models, we claim hippocampus is not just a
working memory or at the opposite a cognitive map [23]
but a structure where transitions between states or places
are stored and predicted. This model could explain the
role of the hippocampus during conditioning learning [27]
and the recent puzzling results in spatial navigation [29].
And of course, it provides the fundamental elements we
need for learning by imitation and learning by interaction.
Note that, this structure is only necessary in the learning
phase and not in a simple imitation or reproduction phase
(in a more detailed model the definitive learning of the sequences should be performed in other structures). Finally,
we are interested in the idea that imitation capabilities
could be progressively build-up from very simple sensorymotor schemes, since it would promote important advances
in man-machine interface and robot learning. Moreover, a
robot could be considered as a good heuristic tool to propose new behavioral therapies given the present imitative
capabilities in children with autism, who are supposed to
face problems with human models.
Our future works will focus on real size robotic experiments using mobile robots with mechanical arms. We will
have to understand how to add to our neural model structures allowing to learn categories of actions at the program
level. We hope the developed architecture will be able to
exhibit different phases of developments that we will be
able to compare with babies development. Hence, we will
perhaps be able to help in the understanding of mental

development problems like children with autism: is autism
linked to a problem of theory of mind, to the sensory-motor
level, to the management of novelty detection, or even to
the capability to mobilize or express internal states? This
kind of questioning is perhaps unfamiliar for engineers since
we know we are really far away from building non autistic
robots. But, it is clear that all the new results in psychology and neuro-imagery will be of high interest to improve
current robot controllers. At the same time, robotics experiments appear more and more as a new way to perform
synthetic simulations of psychological and neurobiological
models and are promised to an important development in
the field of cognitive sciences.

Parameters for the section IV simulations:
αND = 0.05, TND = 0.6
PO(i,l)
αIG = 0.05, TIG = 0.01 WIG(i) = −100
ND(i)

αPer = 0.2, WPer(i) = 0.8
TMO = 0.9,
Parameters for the section V simulations:
αpcr = 0.3, ξ = 0.4
λ = 0.01, ε1 = 0.2, ε2 = 0.9, r = 2000
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